P.T. Movies Outstanding -- Thwock, Thwock, Thwock

By HANS ARSCH
Lancer Staff

In line with the Thresher policy of reviewing all the crummy flicks just so we can be funny, we managed to pull a review of the PT 100 classic “Tennis and You” out of the printer’s wastebasket.

The dialogue and verbal exchange was so clever and outstanding in our flick that the Thrasher managed to transcribe a selection from the co-ordinated 78 rpm record that came along with the slide film, of course with the cooperation of the arm forces:

“And now boys and girls for our first lesson in Tennis. (Stars and Stripes Forever in the background). Now when you hear the magic sound *thwock* you turn the magic slide. Got it? *thwock* Not so fast you skipped one.— *thwock* Good. And here we see our stupor stud mit his racquet in hand. *thwock*

If you are right handed raise the racquet—do you lose your charm when you raise your arm? — *thwock* and follow thru *thwock* being sure NOT TO LET GO THE RACQuet—*thwock*

And here is our second Tennis ace using the American grip on his racquet. Some professionals prefer the *thwock* Australian grip, *thwock* the Brownie’s Honor grip, or *thwock* the two-handed grip for all you 97 pound weaklings. *thwock* Or the no-handed grip for those with dates. *thwock* *thwock* How was it? What do you mean they laughed?

Now you are ready to go out on the court and try out your technique. *thwock* *thwock* *thwock* *thwock* *thwock*. How was it?

Now we are ready to pick up some little sly tricks that only us pros know about and it will give you little amateurs a few more tricks to spring on Pan-Am or somebody like that.

*thwock* Sometimes it is possible to substitute a baseball for said tennis ball for unusual effect. *thwock* *thwock* Also it is possible to prepare a special tennis ball which releases gravel when your opponent hits it—in his eyes. *thwock* *thwock* To really knock ’em dead you might try re-stringing your opponents racquet with spaghetti. Then when he holds it up to shield it from your mighty jet-like service—*thwock* *thwock*

Boys and girls, first aid can be fun. When you hear the magic sound *thwock* just turn the itsy-bitsy slide to your right and . . . *thwock***.